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1. Introduction

Understanding and characterizing the performance of
BitTorrent (BT) through mathematical models has
been an active topic of research mainly due to its high
complexity and tremendous practical efficiency. One
of the first BT models, presented in [3], predicts the
download rates of homogeneous peers. More recently,
BT models to capture heterogeneous peer population
with respect to their upload and download capacities
have also been proposed, as well as other relevant sys-
tem characteristics [2, 1]. However, all models predict
that identical peers (with respect to their upload ca-
pacities) will have identical performance (with respect
to download times). We consider a BT swarm where
all peers have identical upload capacities but uncon-
strained (or large) download capacities. In this con-
text, we identify and characterize a phenomenon that
has not been previously observed: homogeneous peers
experience heterogeneous download rates. This is sur-
prising as peers are identical and it has not been cap-
tured by any prior model. Moreover, this behavior has
several negative impacts, including high variability of
download times, unfairness with respect to peer arrival
order, bursty departures and content synchronization
among the peers. Although it is more prevalent in un-
popular swarms (very few peers), these by far represent
the most common type of swarm in BT.

2. The observed behavior

Consider a swarm formed by a single seed and 5 leech-
ers, all of them having identical upload capacity (64
kBps), but unconstrained download capacities. Leech-
ers download a file split in 1000 pieces (256MB) and
exit the swarm after download completion. The seed
never leaves the swarm. This system was evaluated us-
ing a detailed packet-level simulator of BT and also an
instrumented client of BT running on PlanetLab.

Figures 1a and 1b show the evolution of the swarm
size as a function of time for both simulation and ex-
perimental results for two different leecher arrival pat-
terns. In Figure 1a, peers leave the swarm in the order
they arrived (i.e., FIFO) and have a relatively similar
download time. Thus, the download time is relatively
indifferent to arrival order (with the exception of the
first peer). Figure 1b shows that for a different ar-
rival pattern (in fact, the inter-arrival times of peers
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(a) Arrival intervals: 10sec,
10min, 4min, 4min, 4min.
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(b) Arrival intervals: 10sec,
4min, 4min, 4min, 10min.
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(c) Corresponding to Figure 1a.
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(d) Corresponding to Figure 1b.

Fig. 1: (a) and (b) Evolution of the swarm size; (c) and
(d) Evolution of the number of downloaded pieces.

are mostly preserved), an unexpected behavior can be
observed in the system dynamic: despite the significant
difference on arrival times, all five leechers completed
their respective download nearly at the same time. The
time inter departures is small comparing to the down-
load time, which characterizes bursty departures. It
means that peers that arrive later to the swarm have a
smaller download time. In fact, the fifth peer completed
the download in about half the time of the first leecher.
Thus, the system is unfair with respect to the arrival
order of leechers, with late arrivals being significantly
favored. Why is BT exhibiting such dynamics?

To understand the unexpected behavior exhibited by
BT in Figure 1b, let us analyze the number of pieces
each leecher has downloaded over time. Consider fig-
ures 1c and 1d where each curve indicates the number
of pieces downloaded by a given peer for the correspond-
ing scenario in figures 1a and 1b, respectively. One can
note that the slope of each curve corresponds to respec-
tive leecher’s download rate. In Figure 1c, which corre-
sponds to the scenario considered in Figure 1b, we note
that despite the slope of the first leecher is smaller than
that of the remaining peers, the curves never meet. We
also note that all other leechers have very similar slopes.

The results illustrated in Figure 1d which corresponds
to the scenario considered in Figure 1b shows a very dif-



ferent behavior. The slope of the first peer is practically
constant, remaining unchanged by the arrival of other
peers. The slope of all other peers is larger than that of
the first peer, meaning the curves may eventually meet.
When two curves meet, the corresponding leechers have
the same number of pieces. The figure also shows that
younger peers do not pass ahead the first peer, but in-
stead follow it in the number of pieces. Finally, their
slope are rather similar, except the fifth whose slope is
slightly larger.

2.1 Consequences of heterogeneity in ho-
mogeneous swarms

The observations above imply essentially that the down-
load time of peers are quite different, despite their ho-
mogeneous upload capacity. In summary, the conse-
quences are: (i) Variability in download times.
Since peers can experience different download rates,
download times can also differ; (ii) Unfairness with
respect to peer arrival order. Since peers download
rates, and thus download times, may depend on their
arrival order, the system is inherently unfair; (iii) Con-
tent synchronization. As the first leecher is down-
loading the file at the same rate at which the seed pushes
new pieces into the swarm, whenever a leecher reaches
the same number of pieces than it, they have exactly the
same content; and (iv) Bursty departures. A direct
consequence of content synchronization is bursty depar-
tures. Peers tend to leave the swarm within a small time
interval despite arriving at relatively far apart instants.

Of course, the prevalence of the phenomenon and its
consequences depend directly on the parameters of the
swarm, such as the arrival pattern of peers, upload ca-
pacity of seed and leechers and file size. Intuitively,
a file with a larger number of pieces or a seed with a
lower upload capacity increase the probability that the
consequences above occur.

2.2 Heterogeneity under Poisson arrivals

The above behavior does not require deterministic ar-
rivals or any crafted leecher arrival pattern. We investi-
gate the swarm behavior under Poisson arrivals with a
large amount of evaluations, using both simulations and
prototype-based experiments. Because of space limita-
tion, we present here only a single result obtained from
an experimental evaluation deployed on Planetlab. For
the real experiments, we used an instrumented BT client
and created private torrents swarms. In those swarms,
a single seed with capacity cs = 50 KBps was always
available uploading content, all leechers with identical
capacity cl = 50 KBps arrived according to a Poisson
process with rate λ = 1/100 leechers/sec and left after
concluding the download of a S = 20 MB file long.

Figure 2a illustrates the evolution of the swarm size
in the experiment. We observe many occurrences of
bursty departures. This is consistent with our findings
in Figure 1b, despite the fact that the arrival pattern is
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(a) Evolution of swarm size.
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(b) CCDF of download time.

Fig. 2: Results from experiments with Poisson arrivals.

now Poisson. Figure 2b shows the complementary cu-
mulative distribution (CCDF) of download times. The
curve exhibits several sharp drops caused by the sig-
nificant amount of peers with similar download times.
Considering the minimum and maximum values shown
in the distribution (approximately 260 and 500 seconds,
respectively), we can also verify the high variability in
download times (in which the mean value is 356 sec-
onds).

3. Ongoing work

We are now developing a mathematical model attaining
to understand the origin of the heterogeneous download
times in a homogeneous swarm. From a detailed anal-
ysis of our simulation and experimental results, we ob-
serve that a young leecher is less likely to have pieces
interesting to older ones than the opposite. Due to this
fact, the uplink capacity which would otherwise be dedi-
cated to older leechers is either redistributed or remains
idle until it receives a piece interesting to them, i.e. a
piece that is not owned by an older leecher. We conclude
that the relationship of interests plays an important role
on the download rates between peers. Moreover, this is
the root cause for the heterogeneous download rates in
unpopular swarms. Thus, our goal is to embed this re-
lationship in a flow model to estimate the rate at which
a leecher can upload to its neighbors. This model would
enable us to analyze the impact of system parameters
on the emergence of the referred phenomenum and to
predict its consequences.
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